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“Silent Woods” Op. 68/5
Composed in October of 1893, Dvořák arranged the work for cello and piano from his
four-hand piano cycle From the Bohemian Forest shortly before departing for his new
employment in the United States. Two years later, he orchestrated it for cello and
orchestra. Warmth and melancholy radiate throughout the solo cello’s melodic line which
is gracefully supported by the strings and winds. Languid, sustained notes in the solo
cello melody lead to a beautiful passage for the flute. A lovely dialogue between the cello
and the woodwinds progresses to a dramatic rise in dynamics and intensity, followed by a
passionate release and an eventual return to tranquility.

“Rondo” in g-minor, Op. 94
During a tour of cities in Bohemia and Moravia, Dvořák performed his piano trios with
his friends the violinist, Ferdinand Lachner and cellist, Hanus Wihan for whom he
wrote his famous cello concerto. Each of the artists also played solo works. Due to the
immense popularity of the Rondo, he arranged the piano accompaniment for orchestra.
The result is a playful and energetic work with rustic folk tunes set in true “Bohemian”
style and harmonized in myriad different ways.

Concerto in b-minor, Op. 104
Dvořák’s second concerto for cello and orchestra (the first was abandoned by the composer)
is arguably one of the greatest works for the solo cello, but more importantly, one of the
greatest large-scale works ever composed. Written in 1894, while living in New York City,
the composer took great interest in the cello concerti of his friend and colleague American
composer and cellist, Victor Herbert. Dvořák went to multiple performances, studiously
reading his scores, noting how Herbert had written impressively for the brass instruments
of the orchestra taking extra care to allow the solo cello to remain the primary voice. Six
months later Dvořák began composing the b-minor concerto.

In its overall expression, the cello concerto differs significantly from the majority of the
composer’s other works from what is referred to as his American period. This music is
not inspired by his new environment, as was the case of his New World Symphony, nor
is it a manifestation of his contentment, as in his String Quartet in F major. The tone of
the work is melancholy but without any indication of surrender. This is a piece of
profound contemplation, monumental expression and unconventional proportions. It
differs from Dvořák’s previous piano and violin concertos given the important role of
the orchestra, which is an equal partner to the solo instrument throughout the work. In
the solo part, Dvořák made remarkable use of the varied and rich sounds the cello can

produce, and, its unique ability to convey broad, singing melodies. The melodic flow,
numerous innovations in his instrumentation and the overall structure of the work are
some of the most powerful affirmations of the composer’s extraordinary musical
invention. Dvořák was aware of the work’s special qualities. In a letter dated March 11,
1895, he wrote to Josef Bohuslav Foerster: “I have finished my new concerto for cello
and I say to you with certainty that this concerto far surpasses my other concertos, both
the violin and the piano. Do not be surprised that I am writing this to you; self-praise is
generally not reliable, but I have to tell you that this work brings me pure joy and I
think that I am not mistaken.”

The grand scale of the concerto is evident from the very first notes of the long
orchestral introduction: the clarinet begins with a statement of the theme, punctuated
by the lower strings and the flute. The strings articulate the sweeping heroic nature of
the theme rising in intensity and erupting into full symphonic bloom. The second
theme, one of the most beautiful melodies in all music composition, is heard first in the
French horn. Dvořák noted that “Every time I play it, I start to tremble”. When the solo
cello finally enters, the glorious themes are realized in perfect proportion. Following the
traditional sonata form, the development of the first movement centers on the main
subject undergoing all manner of transformations and evolving into an array of melodic
variants. In the major key, the recapitulation introduces a new mood; more optimistic,
more hopeful and concludes with a spectacular, virtuosic coda.

In the second movement, Adagio, Dvořák is at his most profound and lyrical. Grounded
in expressiveness, soaring melodic lines in the solo cello weave a beautiful tapestry with
counter melodies in the woodwinds. The accompaniment provides a pulsing, heartbeat-
like rhythm creating a unified emotional intention. The middle of the movement is
reminiscent of the theme from Dvořák’s song “Leave me alone” from the earlier cycle
Four Songs, Op.82. Every instrument of the orchestra is given its turn to convey a depth
of feeling led by the warmth and passion of the solo cello.

While the structure of the work indicates Dvořák’s interest in the work of Victor
Herbert, the music depicts his response to experiences in his own personal life. His time
in New York was no longer fulfilling to him and he was terribly homesick for his family
and friends. Upon receiving news of the ill- health of his beloved friend Josefina
Kounicova, he completely reworked the end of the concerto and directly quotes the
melody from “Leave me alone” of which she reportedly was very fond.

Program notes



The Finale movement is a rondo, but through the composer’s varied approach to the
thematic material, departs dramatically from the traditional structure. The extended
section at the end of the movement progressing from the minor key to the major reflects
“moving from darkness to light” at the anticipation of returning to his Bohemian
homeland. Virtuosic passagework in the solo cello part coupled with beautiful and
buoyant harmonies in the accompaniment create a sense of wholeness and equal

importance between soloist and orchestra. In essence, the final quotation of “Leave me
alone” played by the solo violin, so profoundly intimate in its expression is perhaps an
epitaph for his beloved Josefina. In the greatest possible contrast to this meditation on
the loss of his beloved, the short coda closes the work with a dramatic and resolute
fortissimo for the entire ensemble.

—Kate Dillingham

Cellist KATE DILLINGHAM enjoys a diverse career as a soloist and collaborative
artist and is an avid proponent of the music of living composers. Following her debut,
which featured world premieres of works by Augusta Read Thomas and Pulitzer Prize-
winner Jennifer Higdon, the press deemed her “an excellent cellist; dignified,
intelligent, and compelling … an adventurous, dedicated champion of contemporary
music … an extraordinary performer who displayed musical insight and emotional
depth…”. She has performed as a soloist with The St. Petersburg Philharmonic, The
Moscow Symphony Orchestra, The Salzburg Chamber Philharmonic Orchestra, the
Moscow Chamber Orchestra and The Brno Philharmonic (Czech Republic). She has
appeared at Carnegie Hall, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lincoln Center,
Bargemusic, Symphony Space, and The DiMenna Center in New York City. Kate was a
student of Bernard Greenhouse at Rutgers University and of Maria Tchaikovskaya at
the Moscow Conservatory. A long association with Mr. Greenhouse led to
collaboration on an edition of the Sonatas for Violoncello and Keyboard, BWV 1027-
1029 by J.S. Bach, published by G. Schirmer Inc., which she presented in a combined
concert and lecture at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and recorded with renowned
harpsichordist Jory Vinikour for Affetto Records. Kate has recorded five albums of
varied repertoire from Haydn to Higdon which are available at iTunes, Amazon, and
Spotify. As Executive Director of Random Access Music (RAM) and the Queens New
Music Festival, (New York, USA) Kate is engaged in promoting and performing the
music of the 20th and 21st Centuries. 

The BRNO PHILHARMONIC was founded in 1956 by the merging of the radio
orchestra and the regional orchestra; in the same year and for the first time, it toured
beyond the borders of Czechoslovakia and since has been a regular guest in the leading
music centers of Europe, the Americas and East Asia. With 112 musicians, it represents
one of the largest orchestras in Central Europe and the scope and level of its activities
place it alongside the renowned orchestras of Prague and Vienna. The Brno
Philharmonic performs nearly 100 concerts a year in the beautiful Besední dům built in
1865-68 by the architect Teofil Hansen who also designed the great Musikverein in
Vienna. It shares many of the features of that great hall including, most notably, a
fabulous acoustic. The Brno Philharmonic’s activities include The Brno International
Music Festival and the Špilberk International Music Festival, as well as international
touring and recording with guest artists.

Italian-American conductor, ANTHONY ARMORE, has led professional opera
companies and symphony orchestras in the United States, Germany, Austria, Belgium,
the Czech and Slovak Republics, the United Kingdom, Romania, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Moldova, Bulgaria, Poland, Serbia, Finland and China. He has served as Music Director
of the Portland Chamber Orchestra (Oregon, USA), Columbia Symphony Orchestra
and Artistic Director of the Ernst Bloch Music Festival. He was associate director and a
staff conductor for Opera Constanța in Romania. Currently based in Vienna, Austria he
is active conducting symphonic concerts, operatic performances, touring and recordings,
including numerous world premieres. Armore has recently appeared and recorded with
the Janacek Philharmonic Ostrava (Czech Republic) and the Sophia Philharmonic,
(Bulgaria) in repertoire by composers from Australia, Holland, Canada, the United
States and United Kingdom.
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